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PDS

The PDS - Professional Development Seminar - now required of freshmen

and transfer students in the College of-Education - was the main component

of a research jroject in thf late 1940's designed to help students be

successful during their first year on Campus. The results .of the research

-*
argued loudly for assimilation of the PDS component into the mainstream of

teacher preparation curricula at UW-0,
/
An expaimental year vith large

a

numbers of freshmen enrolled in the PDS and a control group not enrolled

-provided several findings: grade point averages offreshmen enrolled were

'somewhat higher than in previous years; the positive self-encepst of those

enrolled increased 111-)re ehan that of the control grotip over the same

period; the PDS experience appeared to enhance a healthy view of self in

relation to other people. A suryey of 550 students enrolled -in PDS one

semester''revealed overwhelming support fIr its continuance. Over,80 percent

of those surveyed indicated that it was the best or one of the best course

experiences during that year in college.
.

The PDS has historically been rela4d to the first course in education

Orientation to Public EdUcation. Many years ago when enrollments were

considerably' smaller this was a two-credit course including two discussion

.sessions and one laboratory hour. The discussion sessions were limited to

under 25 or 30students and the laboratory hour provided many opportunities

to 'visi schools or engage in activities related to personal development.
.

The PDS took -the place of one discussion hour - with a limit of 15 students -

and the ether hour was handled as'a large'lecture section and" then later

as a telvised telf-paced section. The laboratory hour was slropped.

Presently the PDS is a required one-hour module as is, the one-hour

televised'qcctionwith sope additional module options available to

students On an elective basis. Though housed and operated in the Educational

3 C.



Foundations department, the PDS is considered a college-wide responsibility,

Una each-department is urged to assign some facillty members to a PDS.

College administrators also volunteer to handle a PDS and ar sually

teamed with a newly appointed faculty memhei.

The Professional Development Seminar is really a structure for.a

group nebeginning students in Education to come into academic and social

contact with a faculty member in the College' of Education. It has evolved

as a means of 'meeting the human Deeds of entering students as they encounter

the university environment and as they initiate a teacher preparation

program. ThiS manual has been designed not as a preScriptive guide for

staff, but as a suggestive resource for seminar leaders. The staff of the

Coiled of Education has many fine professors who can help locate an idea

Or aid in clarifying ideas. New faculty PDS leaders soul feel free to

check with staff formally or Informally for suggestions and help.

The total faculty at the University offers a Very rich, diverse

t
resource of talent and ideas. SchOols near*the University and particularly

the Education Center offer the PDS leader find resources for observing

S,

elementary, middle school, and high school students at work in ea learning'
. ,

environment. PDS leaders must clear allvisititions throdgh the Field

Experience Office to ensure coordination and avoid overuse of any

. particular school facility.

The basic textbook. that students use in,12-111 also has some

professional development activities' that have been found useful by some

leaders. PDS leaders can contribute to this manual by including activities

they have foupd to be successful. Selective borrowing seems to be an

earmark of teachers who succeed. This manual, the basic 12-111 text,

and the books cited at the end of the manual are attempts to share what_

works for some leaders in the Professional Development Seminar.

0
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MAJOR FURPOSES.OF4HE PRoFESSIONAia DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

1. To know self and the relationship ofaelf-concept tO the career choice

as teacher. Several self-aaseesment activities and activities that
relate to teaching characteristics will give the student some idea'of
professional expectations and at the same time provide an opportunity
to check these expectations out against knovledge of self.

2. To build seminar rapport and positive social relationships. Different

kinds of ice breakers can be used. One involves students pairing off,
interviewing each other, then introducing each other. Another example

is the Positive Focus Game. IA person agrees to list things others can
do to'make tam feel good about hiniself. Then the group responds to his

. list in as positive and supportive way as possible. Informality and
flexibility of, structure should be the order of the day. Early parties
or get-togethers at a faculty member's home helps achieve this purpose.

P

3. To build a strong identity with the College of Education. Identification
with the College of Education (or another school or college) can be
built in many ways -- meeting and talking with faculty members, working
as a student apsistant or seriving in some volunteer capacity within the
college, reading about programs or studying particular programs, touring
facili,ties, etc. In a College of Education seminar discussions about
teaching, the teacher education programs, (he experiences-of students
with format education, and staff accomplishments can help achieve this

op. purpose. '.

4. To Provide group and individual counseling and advisement. The concept
...-

of a faculty advocate for students is central to this purpose. The

G. student needs to feel that hi personal seminar leader is not only able
to give or get_the est possible advice for the student, but that he is

L..,always ready to."go to bat" for the student. CloSe cooperation with
thetAstudent's advisor, or an advisement office, and the materials they
have available will be helpful. Referrals to a counseling center or a
testing center are important, but the seminar leader needs to call for
an appointment or take the students to the center. On occasion the
Personal Development Seminar leader must even confront a faculty member
with the alternative of going to his department chairperson or dean,

. staild this be necessary in the interests of legitimate adyocacy.
Sometimes it means confronting the student in a caring way with his/her
bwn roadblocks'to effectivehuman'telations. 1

.-..7

5. To provide reading and stuy skill aid. It is not usually sufficient
to just tell about.a reading and study skills center on campus, hUt it,'
is necessary to give students an introduction and orientation to its.
benefits. There are many study skill suggestions avanAle*aelhuch
centers or available commercially. These can be obtained and discussed
with students. Demonstrating the use of the cassette tape recorder in
improv g lecture note-taking can be helpful, as can be faculty advice

d3i1on pr paring themes or sjeeeches, preparing for tests, revieving and
organizing.

5
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Opening channels of communication between students and faculty members. .

Students' professors can be invited as guests at 'a seminar to discuss
problems students are having and what might be done to,belp.
Frequently the leader and other students in the seminar can make
valuable suggestions regarding particular courses or how to meet the

demands of particular instructors. Professors' participation in
seminar payties or social get-togethers have proven to be helpful
in humanizing the educational process.

4

7. To develo the art of "schoolsmanship." Schoolsmanship covers a wide

range of ings from knowing what to say to the'prolessor and ighen to

say it, examining sample test files and availing oneself of'
University.services, to knowing one's way around the Financial Aids
Office and the University registration and programming procedures.
Anything which falls within the limits of legitimate "know how" to
"make it" in college is covered here.

8. To encourage articulation improvement and develop student responsibility
and leadership. Some seminars should, be free-wheeling discussions o!
issues important to students -- an academic problem several share,
dorm-life, pollution, employment outlook -- especially if -they are ' f

curreht concern to the students. In all such discussions'` the stucej ts

should be encouraged to ta14 leadership for directing the discussiOna;
Students seem" to be both wiltim, and able to assist other studentsin'
solving their problems or at least discussing alternate solution
possibilities.

There are, of course, many secondary objectives about which the
Frofe8sional Development Seminar is concerned and objectives growing out
the needs og a specifib group. There are also many approaches to the conduct
of sessions depending upon the perbonallty and teaching style of the

seminar leader. However, an atmosphere of warmth, friendliness, concern,
and opeiihess appears to be essential t,o successful sessions.

9
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JOURNAL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

A personal journal is something that students in Professional
Development Seminars might be required to do, but as a leader you should
give them the freedom by promising.and keeping that promise that you will

not read them unless they consent. I think that if you build a personal
relationship with the students you will find them eager to have you (but

no one else) read the journal. Students will especially respond to this
sharing if you will be open with them and share your own feelings on the
fourteen topics presented. You may wish to make your on topics for
discovering self in the Professional Development Seminar. Not only will

the students benefit fromthese exercises, but I have discovered that the
beauty of people, with their. troubles, hopes and times of joy have helped

me in having meaningful communications vlith students.

The follfiing fourteen topics for reflection may seem directed to the
intellect but the purpose is basically to recapture emotions. The
emotional content of the response is what will be unique in the journal.
Read over the questions given here)and then listen to your own answers;
and emotional reactions. Verbalizethese as vividly as possible in your
journal. It is through the communication of your feelings that you will
most effectively communicate yourself to your Professional Development
Seminar Leader.

1. THE REAL PERSON AUTOBIOGRAPHY
In order to understand in depth the real person there.is a need to
probe into the essential things that make one unique. Write ten
statements that.reveal the person under all the costumes and roles
that are rather obvious external facts visible to all who know you.
For example,'you might write "The turning point of my whole life was
when my father died." a

2. MEMORIES FROM PAST SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
Most people who want to teach have warm memories of their schooling
experience, but some fear memories of the pastand are concerned that
the ghosts and sk letons from the schooling experience will come back
to haunt. Probe our memories of your ethnic; socio-economic
background, race, or religion and the reaction that your condition
in life had tram your peers and your teachers. Does this remembrance
bting forth feelings of failures, rejection, guilt, success,.
acceptance, or confidence? How do you feel about seeing your school
or high school friends now? Do you want to bring up the past, or

would you rather bury it? When all things are considered about the
past you recollect; do you feel cheated or privileged, resentful or

grateful?

,I. TEACHING AND PERSONAL EMOTIONAL NEEDS
Some who 'enter teaching are there-to seek an unfulfilled need t at
may have developed early in life.1Pre-habfy one of the greates needs

that humans have is to love another persOn. Love asks, howeve s "What
-do you need me to do, pr to' be, .for you?" Are you asking ou students

to be or do something Par you -- or are you going to fulfill t,.eir needs
by doing or being something for them? What islit that you need? .What
is it that you can give', or be; to another?



(' student and lope that love?

4. THE TEACHER AS AN OBJECT OF LOVE
Many teachers experience students who approach them at some point

N, with sincerity and say in one way or another to the teacher, "I love
you." How will you react interiorly when a student confronts you

:)

with a sincere expression of love? Will you be able to accept this
love happily and with joy, or will you become uncomfor)able and feel
that you can no longer be yourself in order not to disillusion that

\ 5: THE TEACHER AS A FEELING BEING c,

The waya teacher feels ab ut self ill play a role in how he/she
,

<, . relates to others. Call p the mos/valid feelings you have about
'loads f by closing you eyes for aiminute and imagine yourself
coming o of the_Achno where yo teachc.and meeting a group of students

and relati4g--td.them. Use your i agination to watch and listen to
yourself. What is your reaction when a student asks you to do a"
favor? When a student pays you compliment? When a group of s udents
laugh at yqu? Do you like,or d like yourself as teacher? How oes

this compare with other teachers? Would you like to have yourself as
a teacher? In the journal share your reactions to the feelings that
you isolated abou) yourself. For example, you might write something-

like; "I liked myself as a teacher, but feel embarrassed to acknowledge
this."

.

-

6. THE TEACHER TELLS SOMETHING ABOUT. HIMSELF BY THE COSTUME THAT IS CHOSEN
There is some sort of "professional Bode of dress" which changes from
community to community and is sometimes disregarded by the teacher.
Some say that every costume makes a statement. Are you trying to say
something or reveal somet ing about yourself by the colors and styles
that you choose? 'What i the statement that you, are trying to make?
Do you a49pt the "in" f shions because you feel obligated to conform
or is your clothing pur ly a matter of enjoyment to you? Do you-choose

, and wear your costume m re to pleas yourself, someone else, or others
in general? Do you li your o ert ing to be functional or decorative?
Do you feel self-cons ous when hers turn and look at you because of
your costume? Shar our feelings when you think about clothing and
about what you are saying by the way you dress.

..0.
r

,_,

7. TEACHER AS A HUMAN BEING HAS AREAS OF WEAKNESS
All teachers are human and h ve those weaknesses that are a part of the
human condition. Seeing and a epting one'd own weakness may help to
accept and forgive the weakness others. What mode of operation do
you use to rationalize and "justify ur mistakes? How do you feel
when you q;e'caught in some form of faiiure? How do you feel about the
undeniable weaknesses-of your past life? Do you fear future failure?

-...'Which specific weakness (shyness, excessive dkinking, explosions.of
,

temper, lack of expressive vocabularly, etc.) causes you the most
emotional discomfort? Do you think it will be easier to accept and
forgive 5; r students than it is to accept and forgive ourself?

8. TEA ER AS A REFLECTION OF PERSONAL POSSESSIONSip
Material things, personal qualities and abil ties are possessions that
school administratordleachers, and studen s have which cause emotional
reactions. In terms of your emotional reac ions, are your possessions
material things, or are your riches, qualitie/ s and abilities inside you?

6 / / 2
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Incase of a fire, what one thing would you be sure to take with you?
Share your feelings about this object and try to explain why you feel
attached to it. Are the material things you possess an extension of
yourself? How do you feel when you are introduced to a person who
you know is considerably wealthier than you2 Do you feel somewhat
differently when introduced to someone with much less wealth than you
have? Share those personal abilities that you most rely on, take
greatest pleasure' in, andtwould most hate to lose.

9. THE TEACHER HAS A NEED FOR PERSONAL RENEWAL
The day to day routine of teaching needs to be broken u)6'with some sort
of renewal activity. Personal enjoyment is an essential part 6f the
fullness of life. How do you best gain satisfadtion -- from walking
through the woods, reading a book, playing golf, playing a musical
instrument, etc? A "perfect" day is often filled with special sources
of satisfaction. Describe your idea of a perfect day and the feelings
that are related to such a day. Is your perfect day filled mostly with
things, ideas, or people? Will you be able to gain a lot of
satisfaction from teaching?

10. THE TEACHER AS A RESPONSIBLE HUMAN BEING
Teaching may be a method of making a living or it may be a vocation -
that is - a calling to serve others in a responsible way. Why are you
considering teaching as a career? Do you feela compulsion to help
others, even beyond reasonable limits? Do you feel any responsibility
for current social problems such as city ghettos, increased crime,
increased drug use, mental illness? or neglect of the elderly? Do you
sometimes get guilt feelings for not becoming more involved? Does-a
feeling of powerlessness relieve you of guiltland responsibility? Do
many people confide their problems to you? How do you interpret this?
What emotions does this stimulate in you?

11. TEACHING VITA - HOW TO SAY NICE THINGS ABOUT OURSELVES'AS PROFESSIONALS
While a teaching vita gives the vital statistics that can be quantified
(such as how old a person is and how much educational experience one has),

I it can also dare to go beyond and verbalize all that is good, decent,and
lovable in yourself. At the end of your vita make a statement of your
uniqueness that will bring a real contribution to the school you serve.
"The strength that I bring to the school ..."

12. THE TEACHER AS AUTHORITY FIGURE
While teachers have legitimate authbrity in the classroom, they also
are subject to authority of the supervisors, administrators, and school
board. In relation to authority are you a conformist who wants to
please'those in authority, or, are you a rebel who basically sees
authority figures as always being in the wrong? Listen to and describe
the pattern of youemotianal reactions to authority figures.

13. THE TEACHERS AND CULTURAL PROGRAMMING THAT' SUPPRESSES EMOTION
Teachers and students sometimes experience emotions but cannot admit
or express these feelings to others. Somehow in our social environment
we have been programmed not to admit or express certain emotions. For
example, men are often unable to admit fear dr jealousy. Describe ,the
one emotion that .you find most difficult to admit and express, and as
Ear as/you can locate its roots, express the reasons for the difficulty.
For example, "I have great difficulty admitting,fear because my father
taught me that a real man is'never afraid."

a 1)
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14. EXPLORING THE DI14ENSIONS OF A TEACHING COTiMITMENT
The call of commitment to the vocation of teaching is the decisionr
commitment to bring satisfaction, ,security and development to others.
Once' we kave made the co itment to teach we need to ask ourselves,
"Am I going to carry on tie daily tasks required of a teacher because-
I have to or because I want to?" Is the decision to teach a joyful,
,eager "want to" or a joylesd "have to"? In other commitments that you

, have made what do you do when things don't go well -- do you feel if

discouraged and tend to back out of ,the commitment, or do you become
stimulated and letermined to overcome the difficulty and accept it as
a challenger How do you feel about the cruitment path you seed to be i .

following right now?
4 r
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GETTING STARTED

Below are three activities that Professional Seminar Leaders might
consider in initial meetings to get students to know one another. There

are many others that might also be considered that you have used Or that

someone else can share with you. I

1.. Ask the seminar members, to study the composition of the group quietly
and decide upon some descriptive words that describe themselves in

reference to the others. (Example: youngest, tallest, one with the

longest hair, one h the loudest' shirt.). Then have each slobber of
the seminar,give their descriptive words, explain, and'test the
accuracy ot'the elf - perception with the group.

2. Amap of,Wiscanbin can be obtained from the State Department of
Transportation or from a.service station. Post the map in'the

'seminar room and live each pat'tieipant write in his/her first name
on the map ad.he/she tells the significance Of their hometown while
also disclosingimportant data about oneself.

3. Give the sttdents blank 5 x 8 index cards that can serve as large
name tags. Also have masking tape ready for students to attach tags
to themselves. Have each person write the name he/she would like to
be called 4n the seminar in large letters in-the dentet of the card.

- Aroundthe name write three words that described the school
you attended that you would like others tio know.

- In the upper left-hand corner put the name' of two people
with wide public acclaim - living or dead - that you admire.

- in the lower right-hand corner of card list three things. that

you like to do.

- In the upper right-hand :carrier rank the order of what yoU think
the goals. of. schools should be -- in order from the most

, important to the least important. Example.:

-'Give students wisdom
- A preparation for life
Develop the student's self-worth

the middle at the bottom of the card indicatepthe name of
the., teacher who made the greatest impact upon dour life.

ASk each seminarmember.to put on their name tag and ,110 mill around
the room'slawly, without speaking, looking at other, seminar members'
name tags, -At the end'of the milling session get Seminar members into
trios, with three people who do not know each other;' sitting together.,
Have them share data found on the name tags.



OPEN OR CLOSE SCHOOLS?

Conditions for Discussion

1. Setting up ground rules. '

Ground rules can be simple, like no raising hands to speak, talking

?;

directly to one anoth r rather than always addressing remarks to the
teacher as though he r she was some sort of supreme information
exchange. A ground ule may determine whether the discubsion should
evolve in small groups or in the total group. Ground rules can also be
more subtle and cqmplex, like getting'students to begin to see the,
difference between having to understand someone else's point of view .

rather than having to accept it.

2. Asking questions.
There are many ways of looking at question-asking. For examplg,
questions can be divergent (more than one answer) or convergent (only
one right answer). Both aren't always appropriate. Divergent questions
usually stiMulate more discussion, probably because they increase the
odds of a student having a "right" answer. ,Questions can also be
initiating, as when one starts a new interchange br sets up a new idea,
or extending, as when one questions'a student on a response that has been.
unclearly or incompletely stated. Both initiating and extending questions
have their time and place.in a discussion.

3. Making statements.
Teachers introduce information into a discussion or express an opinion or
"even become adversaries. Does the teacher carry a lot of extra belt?
A teacher can crush some egos in a hurry if he isn't careful. Taking a
stand is really a matter of style. One personality does it one way, one
another.

4. Responding.
Teachers can encourage students to get involved or reinforce their
contributions or tactfully inform thet when they're wrong. Teachers,
can smile, nod, and attend'to what students are saying.

5. Talking about the way the group'is talking is sometimes referred to as
"processing."
Students focus on the way they're going about their discussions. For
example, people don't always listen to what someone else is saying. When
this happens, it merits taking "time out" to get 'them tuned in to each
other. A lot ,of "nots" deserve this kind of time: not examining
,assumptions, not allowing some silent time for thinking, not allowing
someone to take an unpopular stand, and so on.

6. Perhaps, shut up. ,

Students oftn have very good things to say to each other. At times like
these,,why not just keep. teacher out of it? Sometimes the best teaching
is to' do nothing. 0

On page 1,,2 is some space to think through in writing the lesson you plan
to teach.

12



Topic or revue:
. .

1. How will set up gro4und..rul2s, if any?

. -

2. What pivotal questions will use?

1 ti

3. What will be my iolw it the discussiOn?

4
4. ;procedures will I use to process the lessen ?'

N.

, How will I use teaeherAailence?

Did the style, the lesson., work?:- Whai',s-my evaluation?

13.

12
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-RX FOR LEARNING

'1 How Do I Learn? :,An analysis.
. .

LISrBELTHEFIVE MOST.PWERFUL LEARNING- EXPERIENCES THAT YOU CAN RECALL.
s.

- ,

1.

2.

3.

4.

Each experience s hould have lapted a discrete period of time - lasting for
a few minutes or during a year.

CRITERIA, FOR ANALYSIS:'

1. Where
-In what kind of setting did the experience take place - classroom?
Was that setting an integral part of the learning experience?

2. Who
Was the learning something you did alone or with other people? Was a
teacher involved in bringing about the experience? Were you? Was it
spontaneous?

3. What
Was what You learned "subject matter" or was it unusual and/or personal?
What was special about what you learned?

When
Was there anything unique about you at the TIME that the learning took
place?. That is, did you have astrong need or desire to learn at that
particular time? .

5. How
What learning processes did.you get involved in to l'earn what you
learned?' That is, did you read, discuas,_Xhink about, actually do
whatever.is involved in what you learned?

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH SOME MEMBERS OF YOUR GROUP.

- draw some generalizations about how you best learn.
- are experiences' ithin the group similar,or unique?

v

Describe and PRESCRIBE the conditions that must exist in 12-112 Professional
Development Seminar to equal or replace one of your top five learning
experiences. Write down your prescription and hand in to your seminar "teader.

14
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DEALING WITH FEELINGS

Purpose: To let the student try on the role of "affective"teacher to'see
how it wrka out in his/her teaching style.

Direction': See one of the Critical Moments in Teaching films available
at the Educational Materials Center - such as "I W*1k Away in the Rain' or
"Give MeInstead a Catastrophe". et students roleplay responses they would
make as'teachersto the open-ended situation that arises.

Thing& to think about when trying on an'affective role:-

1. Clarify the problem
Who has t? Should the teacher face it or is it better left alone?
Is the pr blem temporary and ,nonserious in nature that might disappear
in time? s this student the only one involved or is he/she the most
abvious.ba ometer of a general attitude in the classroom? Teachers
need info don. Too often the teacher acts upon-premature judgments.
Perhaps the teacher could ask students questions that will help diagnose
the best oath-se of action. Remember that the best course of action may be
to'honor a student's need for privacy. How can the teacher honor privacy
and still indicate ,a willingness to- help? Anti-socialibehavior sometimes

* occurs'for very good 'reasons.. Just because how a staent has chosen to
respond is inappropriate doesn't necessarily" mean that why he is
responding is unjustified. The teacher should avoid taking action until
there is a clear picture of the problem.

2. Responding to the'incident in a way that doesn't make a "bad person" out

4 the student.

ere are many w4 s to communicate disapproval of an act without
communicating dis pproval of t person. Here are several such ways:

- Empathize ith the studen . Understand and identify with what
he/she is4eeling and why h /she is feeling that way. COMMUNICATE
the* understanding to the st ent so he/she knows you understand.
Then explore what teacher and student can do about the situation.

- Respect the students. Assume that every student is doing his/her
best to act constructively within the context of his/heeneeds
and perceptions. Assume, too, that students are willing to do what
is best, if only they knew how to do it. While'this assumption
won't always be accurate; it's almost always the, correct one to
start with.

- Try to be a real, authentit person. The teacher should- become aware\
of his/her own feelings and how they affect his/her perceptions and
the responses to the situation. In many cases the teacher can put

,students at ease and communicate respect for them by being honW
and open about present feelings.

3. Extend the learning that takes place as a result of the incident.
Not only can the teacher help students becOme more conscious of their
feelings and better verbalize them, but can also bring them to a deeper
understanding of these feelings. While the teacher assumes that students
are trying to act constructively, he/she can also help them find more
mature ways of responding.

After the roleplaying'of the incident, see page 16 for some pings for review.
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Ater the roleplaying, here are'some things forcreview:

'),

..,

i
.

- What was the problem?
, What kind of information' did you collect?

00
- How would you acterite your response?
- Did you extend learning in anyway? o.,

- Who learned what as a result of the incidgnt? .

- What is your evaluatiqn to this approach to teaching?
,

"

16.
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WHAT I ALWAYS WANTED TO LEARN, BUT HAVE NEVER FOUND THE TUAE;
THE DIRECTION, OR ENERGY

Purpose: To get a nation of self-directed learning. .

. u .

4

Learn something on your awn - with very. .little help. You may want to
use the exercise on page 256 of Exploring Commitment to help give you
direction inWhat you want to do. Self-directed learning is what you will
be called upop to do when you'graduate from this institution And commence 4

your life's vocation. The problems you will encounter in directing your
awn learning will probably be related to the number of independent learning
experiences you have had in the past. Take some of the freedom that you '

think learners should have and lea*What you want to learn) - BUT do it.
You can justify doing it, because you are getting credit in this course .

for doing your thing - that is learning what you want to learn. Wouldn't
it be a trauma if you discover that pu are intellectually dead and you
don't know how to go about learning Something on your own that you want to
learn. /

Typical schools of the past and present spoon-feed informatlion to
highly dependent learners. Seldom do people at any level have an opportunity
to direct their own learning and to learn those things. of-importance-to-them.
This is your chance to learn something, that yoi want to learn. In the next
decade I hope that education will free the learner to become self-directed.
That's what open education is all about. If you watt to teach in an
exciting classroom environment, right now it is impart:sat for you to become
an independent learner. I hope you have done it many times. Please spend
selme time to complete the follaing sentence. It will help give you
direction in your self-directed learning':

After thinking it through; I have decided that t want to learn
4.\

When you have figured out what you really want to do, find the help
you need from other people and do it. Do something that you can really
get excited about and share your plans with others so that they, too, can
get in on your fun. Don't ask the type, of questions you have learned how
to ask in schools - questions like: Will this experience fulfill the
requirements of 12-112? Does the learning need to relate to teaching? How'
can I prove to you that I've completed the assignment? These questions
sustain dependence. They require that someone else make basic decisions
that should be yours to make. These questions have little to do with
learning.

Learning should be fun; perhaps it involves hard work, but it is work
you design antilvou enjoy doing.

you
on your own. Get to it. If you

do have a neat experience thatl'ou would like to share I would enPy
hearing from you as a friend and helper, t as an evaluator, judge'or
director of your learning. Your job is to direct, evaluate and judge
your own learning.

18
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EBUE CREATIVITY EXERCISE

A
Purposes:

1.Studentswill'cons,,withottt verbal communication, an organized,tructI

Ebue.

4.

2. Students will discover effective modes of often.used.non-verbal'"
patterns of communication.

3. Students will discover that order can be created from chaos in
group process:

Materials: Ond Ebue Kit for each group of five or six people. The follcitging

materials should be inoularge envelope marked'- INS ILEBVE KIT.

6,sheets in assorted colordkpf construction paper

1 pair bf scissors,

1 roll scotch tape
Jai

1 newspaper

1 colored marking pen

4 pipe cleaners, or string, or yarn

Procedure:

Divide the PDS into three groups of about five students that sit
around a table or on the floor. Have the groups the use of
imagination and how to be free and Creative.

Tell the story of the Ebue (page 20). Embellish as you wish, being
careful only to avoid describing the.0.Ebue.

Give each
one Ebue.
verbal la
ANY way.,

group an INSTANT EBUE KIT. Instruct each _group to construct
The only restriction is that the group cannot use any

pgRage, oral or written, to communicate with one another in
They have 20 minutes to build their Ebues. Go!

a
o

At the end of 20 minutes, look at the Ebues. Allow groupsto explain
their Created Creatpres. Discuss what happened in terms of group.
process and the types of communications that developed an organized
Ebue. Enjoy as a group the creative creatures that emerged in the
process.

You may expand and elaborate on the story as you wish, but be careful
NOT TO DESCRIBE THE EBUE.

19
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THE EBUE

In early Spring just as the ice.is breaking-upon Lake Winnebago,
A

the water is dark and murky. The chill of the air and the sound of. the

waves and ice are the realities of this time oi year.', The fiSh are

)1

hu grir from the long winteesstay'ynder'the'idevered lake.- ,The

,..
t

4.
villages on the 'eastern side of the:lake are-quiet,with the trees

standing crooked along the shore - cold and black against the landscape.

717Wbroken ice mounts on'the shore-a:3,am wind bliSW6 over the "lake.

V .. ------7--
Suddenly, in'the dePths-of the lake; something stirs: .A.tide-form

)0 . _

an 'the water swirls as a mass oflenergy'rises from its year long slumber;
A' -;ff !,,, , .,

Ou0A thepdepths of Lake Winnebaio comes thq417/: dilly once alear,
q

just as the ice -breaks up on' the lake in- early spring des the Ebue come

out to eat.
r .)4,7

Halheads for the eastern shore and the neares vil;age. Up the beach

in the'col4 spring air he approaches the town - ravenous.

He eats two small pigs from new litter. Gobbl s down a farmer on

his way to the barn and munches 'down some .giant chunks o zgens. He

eats tbe'Wheels off of a gam wag n and, enters the izillage e munches

a red Volkswagon.

When he is full, eaten everything'in bight, his eyelids get heavy
/ . ,

and he has need-for an after dinner nap. He slowly,sluggishlY1IUggers
,

Aback into the water and heads for the depths of Lake Winnebagohere he
..-

will sleep for anther year.

/
20
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SJUDENT FEELINGS AND THE TEACHER

DO I FEET; .WHEN ,

,

...c1 teacher. surprise& me with something nice?

...the teachei,seems to appreciate me?

...the teacher laughs at my jokes?

...I,think that theteacher is not recognizing. my needs?

.`,:j make &mistake and the teacher points it out.?

...I amlate%ane- the teacher has to wait for me,to start the activity?

teacher. 3.s late and Phave to wait for him/her?

...I try 0 convince the teacher.of something and he /she. can't accept it?

...the teacher stems to_be rejecting my feelings?

...the' teacher praises or compliments me? ,

confronted with or think of:that which'I fear most?

.../ hink that the teacheriajudgig me?c

...the teacher becamep violently angry with me?

...the teacher makes a sacrifice for me"?

...others notice the closeness between the teacher and me?

...I reelect that, the teacher really cares for me?

...the teacher seems annoyed with me?

...I have the,opportunity to be alone?

...I have to apologize to the teacliIr?
boo

think the teacher is taking a superioelole in the.classroom discussion?

...I do not seem able to reach the teacher?

...the teacher frowns at me?

...the teacher is being too had on him/herself?

, -

...the teacher smiles at me?

....the teacher reachesiout to touch me?

21
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HOW .DO I FEEL

r
...the teacher interrupts me in conversation?

...the teacher says "n6" to one of my requests?

...I thi k I have hurt the teacher's feelings?

.4fizth teacher apologizes to me?

...the teacher helps me locate my feelings?

...I hear from others that the teacher has "br4ged" about me?'

.:.I hear from others that the teacher has complained about me?
o

:..same other interest seems more important to the teacher than I do?

...the teacher seems to be holding something back from me?

...I am holding something back from the teacher?

,
...the teacher displays strong aver?ve?

...the teacher displays strong sadness?

...the teacher displays hurt or despair?*

...the teacher is sick?

...the teacher asks one to help him/her?

...I think the teacher doesn't believe me?

5,
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PUSHING A "CAUSE" IN THE SCHOOL
0 6

o P
a

Purpose: To put in writing something that sChoole should do to improve

society#

In pairs, or alone, choose some'interest group or concern that you

would like to represent, such as:

- improved tax laws

- importance of"responding to the poor in American society

- women's rights
-'environmental protection.

improve TV programming
- decency Di literature
- racial injustice
- overpopulation
- abortion
- right to rife
- rights of Native Americans
- alternative schools
- integrity in government

List the vain points you wou;duse2in a letter to a superintendent

or schools giv*i the following situalon:

The group you represent,appointed you to visit the schOol
superintendent to see wha , if anything, the schools were doing
0 support-your cause. you visited the superintendent was
poaite and sympathetic and d not doubt that the schools could
do more than it is presently ing, but was not certain how to

4 proceed without offending those in opposition and unduly
.causing tension in the community. She asks you to write her is.
letter specifying what you thought the schools could and shoula
do concerning the issue. She mentioned that she would bring the

letter to the attention of the Board of,EducatiOn and would support-
any reasonable recommendations which the letter contained. Again
she cautioned xou against recpmmending,actions that would be
unfair to the opposition and cause permanent rift within the
community. With that, she wished you good luck. Your task, then,
isto write a letter saying how and why you believe that'the
schools should supportbydur cause.

SHARE THE LETTERS THAT ARE GENERATED!

Can the school take such stands? What are the triteria that would be
used in deciding the chances of an issue being accepted?

4.1

o
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PERSONAL CREST

Purpose: To help students become aware of their self-perceptions.

The checking of key ideas of self is a task that a teacher should be

constantly in touch with. The development of a "personal crest" which may

serve the learner to discover an evolving idea of self that is reworked

every few months until it is culminated with a display of deNieloped "crests"

that provides a concrete evaluation of self at the end of the school term.

The areas of greatest achievement and strengths give some indication to

the teacher of the key ideas of pelf. The "personal crest" can also be

utilized as a reporting activity in.many academic areas. For example,

instead of requiring a book report on Tam Sawyer, the teacher might open
the option of making a "personal crest" for Tom. If the student could
indicate the six areas asked for on the crest it would be a fine indication

of the youngster's insight into the work. Biographical reports in science

or social Studies can also utilize the "personal crest". The shape of the

"crest" should relate to the uniqueness of the-student or the character of

focus. "Coat of Arms" or "shield" indicate a, war -like nature which may or

nay not be relevant to the learner. The "personal crest" expands freedom.

Color can be emphasized during instructions to develop sensitivity of the

student to color preference. The array of colors chosen by the various
students may help tte learner see that a shoiCe is a very personal thing.

Materials Needed for the "Personal Crest"

Rainbow assortment of construction paper

Scissors

Glue or paste

Crayon or felt pens

Structure of the "Personal Crest"

Directions for constructing the "personal crest" should include the
following six areas. There need be no particular order, but it might be
suggested that tff area seen most important by the learner, be of central

focus in the crests.

1. IndiCate by words or symbols what you consider yoir greatest
achievement.

2. Describe two strengths that you have that are important to you.

3. Depict your long-term goal - the, thrust of life has a direction
that you hope will lead you to some desired end.'

4. Show by words or symbols the one thing in life that you most
resent.. That might be the ting you,are most agginst in life.

24
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0
5. /dehtify in writing or symbol the three woihs you would like

to be reTembered.by when you are not, around or after you have

lived out your life ft earth.

6. Indicate what .you would die for ,in this life. Death,inight be

viewed as physical, social or vocational.' For example; you may
have a jbb that would be lost if you stood-fast.upon a basic

principle that was fundamental to your life.

Curricular Areas for using the "Personal Crest"

- for repor ting on a film that portrays amain character
- for giving a book report or reportingdn the author

- for organizing biographical. information
- for introducing a new student to the class

- for advertising the characters in a play
- fdr introduciRg, a resource person to a group
- for-getting insight into the child's family members

- for identifying the student's work station at an open house

- for apersonalizing art project

The "personal crest" offers an option that may make the classroc9more
enjoyable for some students - especially if it is offered with verbal and

non-verbal alternatives. The technique is one that willaid the Warner to
get in touch with himself and see himself as a unique, feeling individual.

The "personal crest", can serve as an instrument fin tying the cognitive

endeavors to the student's feelings. The "personal crest" helps to
educate the whole child by calling affect into the instructional process.

V
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6 RECALLING TEACHER TRAITS

I

Recall three teachers that yov have had: 1) the very best teacher
you've ever had; 2) the very worst one you've ever had; and 5) they average-
teacher you had as a student. Under each heading below, At both strengths
and weaknesses of each of your three teachers. Take care to describe 6A
specific teachers that you can identify. Avoidienetalized composites of
good teachers, average teachers, or bad teachers.

Strengths

Your Best Teacher

Mt

Weaknesses

Your Average Teacher

Your Worst Teacher

1. What do you conclude?

* a

Debriefi*gAuestions

2. What separates the good teachers from the bad?

3. All teachers, even the best, have. weaknesses. Good, teachers usually
compensate with some outstanding traits. Is this true of your good teacher?

-;

4. Imagine some future student making a list of our characteristics as
teacher. What do you think would be listed a strengths and weaknesses?
Under which of the three headings would you appear?

4 e,
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DRAW A TEACHER

Purpose: To help students become more conscious of their personalAimage

. as teacher. .

Directions: Draw a picture of a teacher teaching a class on a clear

81/2"x11 piece of paper. Don't let the lack of artistic talent impede the

"activity. The drawinvis not for public scrutiny but only for finding

about self as teacher. Take ab much time as needed to draw the picture.

1. The Teacher
Are you the teacher? Why? ,Why not ??

Is the teacher drawn in much greater detail than the rest of_the picture?

If so, does it suggest that your concerns right now reside primarily with

the teacher rather than with students Or subject matter or something else?

2. The Students
Are 'stuaents depicted? Does an absence of students suggest to you a

relative lack of concern with-them? Are the students'all drawn alike?

Or are they individuals? Look at the relative size of the teacher and

students. Does the teacher dominate .the.picture? If so, why did you

draw him that way? Are the students active or passive, interested or
bored? ,What accounts for your depiction of them?

3. Social Relationships
° Is the teacher as close to the students as they are to each other?

' Does a distant teacher presume a desire for little social contact on

your part? Does the teacher "hide" behind a desk or lectern? What
can you say about the teacher's relationship to the students: lecturer?

helper? discipliner?

4. The Setting
What setting does your picture suggest? How are the students arranged:

in conventional rows or in a more informal manner? Is any concern

with subject evident? What kind of subject matter? Are the students

seemingly asource of information and initiation or are they depicted
as passive receptors?

fl

4.
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ENRICHING HUMANNESS

Purpose: To initiate an experience that will facilitate personal growth.

A small -group experience.

Developing a lesson that has the potential to enrich humanness may
be difficult.'

1. Create an experience that has the potential to allow students to
examine, evaluate,fol)Oureg an aspect of their humanness. Here are
some examples:

- Dig out an object from your purse or pocketbook of which you
are proud. Sit in small groups and share with others that
one thing'of which you're proud.

- Which would be hardest for you: to be a prison guard? to be
a routine assemblymline worker? to try to collect bad debts
from poor people who bought encyclOpedias? Each person writes
down these three in the order that they would be hardest for
him. Put the hardest first, Then compare the lists with
others in the group. 'Discuss your rationale for cho?aing and
your feelings abou ch career. Who does choose these careers?
Why?

o
Sit in small groups. Each'person talks on the topic the
teacher calls out: If each has already had a turn before you
,call Out the next topic, just continue.to discuss the issue
informally. (The teacher calls out topics such as things I

0 hate to da, difficult problems .I faced, the first time I rode
-a bike, open admission at the university, living in the dorm,
doing things I dislike in order to be accepted)

2. Engage students yin the,experience and help them becom6 comfortable with
it. The key here is a supportive atmosphere and perhaps a comment on
the rationale for the experience -- that it's useful to spend time once
in a while getting to know ourselves and each other.

3. Help students draw their own conclusions from the experience. Help each
student establish his ow* personals meaning out of what has taken place
and be able to accept that meaning.' Also help a student find ways of
Changing himself if he concludes that that is important. Being
supportive and nonjudging is critical for these acts.

9

Beim and on page 30 is some space- in which you canthink through the lesson.
You might find the headings a useful guide, for providing feedback to friends
who want to develop strategies for humanizing the classroom.

1. How did the experience allow you to focus on your humanness?'

.44
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2. Row comfortable were you with thp experience?

3. Were conclusions drawn?

1 4. Did the lesson work? What's your evaluation?

5. What are some other ways that you can think of to humanize the

ciasiroom?-.

o

\,1

10
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TEACHER APPLICATION FORM

Purpose: To assess your career goal and identify its problemd and promise.

Directions: Answer honestly the qUestions below. This form is/private.
You need not share your responses with anyone. Would you answer the
questions differently if you were actually applying to a school position?

1. For what position are you applying? Why this position?

2. What have you done or are you doing that prepares you for it?

3. What are your most favorable characteristics for this particular-position?

4. ,What liabilities will you have in this position?

5. Will you still want this position in,five years? ExpliOn.

6. Why should a school hire you?

7. Name three references to whom school officials can write.

{I
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`HIRING A NEW TEACHER

You have been asked to rank the. following candidates to work in,your

school system.

Candidate 1:

Candidate 2:

Forty-year old female, single, lives alone. Eighteen
yearfroutstanding experience, highly successful with
typically unsuccessfui..studens-, -Pob0.ble lesbian

relationships.

Twenty-four-year old male, sirigle, two year's
exphrietce in ghetto school., ,Near genius, outstanding
recommendations. Leader of focal black-power group;
his students use African names and openly reject
"slave" names.

Candidate 3: Thirty-five-year old male, married, father of six.,
Community-minded, interested in Cub Scouts. Known
for having very well-organizqd, planned lessons and
classes. Ten year's experience with outstanding
recommendations.

Cand a e 4: Forty-year-old male, single, living with aged parents.
Extensive experience as local bdsinessman before \
returning to college for credentials. Just completed
requirements and received $5,000 grant to work with
junior -high school students in distributive education.
Excellent recommendations.

Candidate 5: Twenty-six-year old female, divorced, supporting self
and three small children alone. Highly creative;
three year's experience; outstanding recommendations
on professional capability.V

Candidate 6: Forty-eight-year old male, highly respected former
minister who left pulpit to work full time with
children. Has just completed teaching credentials.with
excellent recommendations .from university faculty and
student teaching supervisor.

Candidate 7: Fifty-eight-year old female, widowed. Twenty-five year's
experience, including three years in the Innovative
Schools of England. Wants toincorporate Innovative
concepts here. ,

Candidate 8: Twenty-two-year old female, single, with year internship
and outstanding recommendations. Voluntarily tutored
all four years in college, including full time in summers.
Living openly in the community with a man of another tace.

See page 34 for Questions regarding these candidates.

31
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QUESTIONS:

1. What qualities or characteristics in elementary teachers do you

value most highly? Will you feel the same way when considering your

own children?
4

2. What qualities or values have little or no relevance for you? Will

they remain stable?

3. Were you protecting anything in yotraelf in the choices you made? If

so,.what? Do you want to continue protecting that?

4. How would you have fared in your committee if you had been one of the

candidates?

5. Would it make any difference in choice among the candidates if this

were a job at another level of education? How would it make a

difference? Why?

t=3
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STRUpRED MEDITATION

Structured meditation is a conscious form of building new personal

knowledge by expressing,-enjoying, and shaping the knowledge one has through

a free flow of the imagination. A common thepeis used to direct the flow of

the mind's ideas, past experiences, and knowledge into a new structure. The

structured meditation is used to help the student get in touch with his

feelings, knowledge, and concerns through recall and projection. HIlbecomes

more aware of himself in a private, non-threatening manner.

Befqrt beginning this strategy, the Personal Development Seminar leader

'needs to establish a few ground rules so that the learner will lose any

guilt he may haVe about using his imagination. Basically, Amelican culture

has taught that it is a nonproductive endeavor to use one's imagination

(sometimes called day-dreaming); but Gestalt Therapy, explored and develOped

by Fredrick Perls, found the imagination to be a very useful, tool in a
learning environment., Students should be instructed neither to feel guilt
nor to judge the process or the fruite,of the meditation. The learner should

accept is meditation as it comes out and not attempt to analyze it.
40

TheOleader should take care to explain the ground rules, the purpose of
the meditation, and th eed for reeing the imagination to wander where it

chooses. The director shatild go lowly, allowing all the details of the

memory to be fully experienced. I fact, he should take the meditative

trip, too, in order to pace himself. Time should be provided for differences.

When nearing the end of the directed meditation, the director should tell

the learners the end is near -- then wait quietly for everyone to return

to the "now" world.

Structured Meditation of Teaching Commitment

1@

Review words or phrases,you would choose to describe the most significant

tea er you every had. Get comfortable and close your eyes to visit that
teacher. -Walk up to the school; walk up to the door; take hold the handle;

and,open it. Familiar sights and smells return as you enter and walk, down '

the hall. Who are the friends that you walk down the hall with just before

you go to this favorite teacher's class? How do you feel when you walk into

the classroom? Recreate the environment oifthis r'om. What artifacts can

you recall? Look at the teacher -- what does he or she look-like? Look at

the eyes. What do these eyes say to you? Look at the mouth. Is it a

responsive'mouth? Describe your relationship to the teacher. How do you

feel about yourself when you are in that teacher's presence? There is a

task to be done in that class -- what is it? Describe how you feel about

the learning tasks you receive from this teacher. Is the task threatening --

or perhaps too easy? Why do you do the task for this teacher -- is it the
task, the teacher, the help you will get, or the reward at the end of the

task? What does the teacher do when you get stuck? How does he get you

moving again? When you have success, what type of celebration does he plan?
Is it a warm look, written comments and a..mark, a party, verbally sharing

ytour success with your peers, or some other type of celebration? How about

eedom in his class -- did you prize the learning tasks? Did you have a

chance to choose it freely? Did you ever tell this teacher how significant
he was in your life? Tell him now, as honestly and as completely as you

can, why he was so significant in your life. Take your time with this

meditation. When you feel like it slowly open your eyes and come back to

the present. i

1
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CregBRATION

ur ose: To celebrate the achievement of a sub-goal and the completion

a class.

\\.

,\
The course ends with the next meeting. What would constitute a

f sting celebration? Does the Personal Development Seminal met in the
way and continue sharing or does it plan a celebration? V

is
o

1. What should the seminar leader do in getting ready for the

celebration?

. Should each PDS member have a responsibility for-the celebration?
What should it be? -

. How do semi ar members express in sign and 61mbol what has been

shared t er?

Is food and drink fitting for a celebration of this type?

t for PlAnnin a Celibrationr

Ahem:

1. Where should it be?,
Special setting?
Speclal equipment?

. What activities? How will it start? Individual or group?

Formal or informal? Planned or ,spontaneous?

. Special guidelinds - What should attire be? When arrive - When

leave? Identification of "peak" activity. .

4. Financial arrangements - Community cooperation - Teacher underwriting?

5. Set-up and clean-up of celebration area. Who? When? Special

considerations?

*6. Determining celebration participants. Who should come? Seminar

members? Guests? Required? Optional?
,t

k4"

I-
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EXAMINING THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

Has this Personal Development Seminar or any experience related to

or stimulated by it been potent enough to replace one of the,five most

potent learning experieneeathat,you identified early in the course?

has, could you share yO4r sense of accomplishment?

Unfortunately, the odds are that fqr the majority it_hasn't. If

(that's your situation you may be able to increase your -learning ablat
learning if you can figure out why you experienced only limited success.

.1

1. To whit degree was it your fault as a learner?

2. To.what degree was it my fault as a teacher?

3. To what degree was it the fault of the learning materials?'

It-was nobody's fault, but rather:

3§",



STUDENT FEEDBACK FORM
FOR

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR .

Please mark the appropriate space on the following continua. The enyironment

of this classroom for meis

COLD"4

Comments:

WARM

-DISCOURAGING

Comments:

USEFUL

Comments:

ENCOURAGING°

USELESS

mis'mg BE MYSELF

\ommeUlap:

ASKS ME TO-PLAY ROLES

HARD .
SOFT

1

Comments:

FUN ARDUOUS

Comments:

FREE
'4
CONSTRICTED

, k

Comments:

COMFORTABLE UNCOMFORTABLE_

Comments:

SUCH THAT TIME GOES BY SLOWLY FAST

4.

Comments ;

MAKES ME THINK IN NEU YS

Comments:

36
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WHAT STRATEGIES HAVE PDSSTAFF FOUND PARTICULARLY EFF4OTIVE IN THEIR

GROUP FOR DEVELOPING SEMINAR RAPPORT?

e wide variety of four games strategies that deal with idea of "who Am /,"

"who am I as a teacher," "why teach".
Value clarification strategies..
.Communication games and group lehrnir%games.

...v. .

Pairing students to introduce each other.
_

Discussion. Value strategies. Campus problems (common).
.

-I have difficulty With this, primarily because I see these et eats only

onee a week. 0

, Students pair off in theTinitial introduction. °

Small groups pf different-pentitituents and Used Indiscussing sessions.

Alot of just listening.'

Students introduced each other after an interview.
4

Dyadic-interviews. Group discussions. Coat of arms exercise. Feelings

. inventory. a
,........J,

..-Small group consensus production.: Value clarification games. Coat of

atimrs personal identity.

Group interaction activities.' Introducing - touching - Boeing.- listening to -

various class members in planned.actiVities.

Lsyckingliinvolvi -- not -much lecture. Visits to/with international

houee,people seem impgctful. School visits would be best if not scheduled

at 4:30!!

Having-students interview each other and learn everyone's name --,open
' discussions on goals and both academic and soCial'objectives.

A party at PDS leader's home where we sat in a circle and learned each

other's name.

Learning names qjAly and calling people by their name several times during,

before, and after seminar. Let students know I have time for them., Allowing

plenty of time for conferences. Make them sense you care:

Value clarification devices "open up" students to each other. Coffee and

rolls, with responsibility shared.
,

Dyadic interview, mini-seminar in success, brainstorming and many other group

dynamics techniques.

INfORMALITY: Instead of TEAOHER4ENTERED (lecture), move to student-.

cehtered. Students talk on what they want'. -Special effort on teacher4s part

i to make strident realize that this seminar is for student's benefit.

Much small'group work-7 sharing, brainstorming, problem solving.

Dyadic interviews and introductions. Small group discussions and group
presentations.
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WHAT APPROACHES HAVE PDS STAFF FOUND EFFECTIVE IN HELPING STUDENTS

BUILD A STRONG IDENTITY WITH THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION?

I think it is first to build a strong identity with teaching and then to the

School of Education. It seems to me to build a real strong identity to School

of Education without a primary commitment to teaching is in reverse.

Understanding its line -- staff organization -- meeting key administrators --

trip through building -- having seminar in Education Building.

Meeting individually with the instructor.
0

I stress building a philosophy of education over a period of 4 years so you

don't have to pull slime philosophy out of thin air when you. apply for student

teaching.

The blue book guide prepared by Mrs. Mary Hartig and Mrs. Bermingham has been

useful for acquainting the students with school personnel, organization, etc.

Develop a real familiarity with many faculty members and whatever they are

doing professionally.

Various organizations in School of Education and what they will do for

students.

Teaming with other staff members.

Information instrument. (Coordinator's Office). One group heard students who

completed student teaching in elementary education, special education, and

secondary education, describe experiences.

During goal setting conferences theiget to know the team leader (and vice

versus). As part of their go 1(- activities they are encouraged to meet with

various members of the school We have toured all facilities. Students, have

been introduced to the technology available here to teachers in,educatio.

Camputi.Schbol visits if class hours permit -- visit the offices and see end ,

hear people on the job.

Taking them with you to meet people in various offices in the School of

Education -- inviting other faculty members to class.

5
Field trips to the Campus School for lunch; St. Colette's; Bethesda Lutheran

Home.

Invited them to attend the ACE (Assoc. Childhood Ed.) meeting in Pollock

House. Invited students to attend other professional meetings, calling atten-

tion to superior teaching. Always discussing co-workers in positive way.
.

"Open Office" policy - for P.D.S. members only. Urging students to call me

/at home any hour of day or night if problems arise.

Bringing in colleagues to meet with seminar.
stop at the door. Lunching with students.

Introduction to different disciplines within
to educational settings (from Special Ed. to

Introducing them when they

the College of Education. Trips
Open Room Education).

Discuss and visit various aspects of our School of Education.

3a
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'WHAT FIELD TRIPS HAVE PDS STAFF TAKEN THAT THEY FEEL
ARE ESPECIALLY BENEFICIAL?

In the past we have taken trips to schools in the area, generally, and felt

'the trips were beneficial.

Educational Center. Placement Center (D & 30). E M C. Reading-Study Center;

Reading Center. Multicultural Center.,

Television,Studios and a trip to Jacob Shapiro School. Our trip to Winne-

bago Mental Health Center was very unsuccessful, unlike other years.,

ViSit to the Educational'Center. Visit to the Day-care center. Visit to the

Winnebago.State Hospital. Visit to the Multicultural Center. -Visit to the

Reading Center. %

Lunch in River Commons.

None so far _this year - Class meets at 12 noon and we have experienced a
time schedule problem.

To 'the Counseling Center. To the open concept school at Winnebago. To the

Reading Center. To the EMC.

1 group - Multi-Cultural Center..( 1 group - None.

Swart Ed. Center. North High. Shapiro Elem. Day Care Center. Library'.

Reading Center. Counseling Center. ,Lincoln Elem.

My hours have not been compatable for this - Schools closed - Plaza open:

Winnebagd State Hospital- - help ul to all prospective teachers regardless
of their majors. Headstart. Op concept classroom.

*See abOve - "Field trips to the: C pus School for lunch. St. Coletta!s.

'
Bethesda Lutheran Home." *(meaning s me answer as given for Qqestion #2.)

Reading Center. Head Start. Shapiro chool.

To the library'. To fhe Education Cente (Mrs. Kates' room visitation).

Trip to MilWaukee to see a Special Educa ion School (Trainables) where modul-
ing schedule-is being used. Trip to Ediic tional Facilities Center in Chicago:

None.

Polk Library'- to understand use'of Educ. dex, ERIC materials, Gov't
Documents and Educ. Materials Center.

Reading Center. Day Care Center. We have,p1 ns to vi it C mpus School &
.Counseling Center. Always discussing co-worke a in poitive way.
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WHAT SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES HAVE PDS STAFF USED IN'THEIR SEMINARS TOIELp

STUDENTS DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS?

Most specifically I attempt to get myself out of a leadership role and try

to create a revolving leadership. Also various strategies, as mentioned in

question one deal with leadership skills.

Encourage fullest participation.

I have divideA them into 3 groups for the purpose of coming up toith a list of

the characteristics of good teachers they have had. They have to organize

the group-so that someone takes a leadership role to report the results.

*Rotation of chairmanship for c111.8 discussions. Specific assignments to

arrange for visits. Committee leadership for various activitiet..

Organized listed objectives and strategies for teaching. All girls in

seminar on safety measures.to take when trouble develops in automobile.
, -

They have formed committees.of interest & given reports.

Teaching assignments within PDS assigning each student to St. Peter School or

St. Joseph Sawa to assume responsibilities there on open format for dis-

cussions.

Small group activities with group appointed leaders. Some PDS's have always

taken responsibility for assisting with out-of-class professional growth

experiences.

Chair coMmittee assignments - plan large group involvement.

Allowing them to engage in some decision making exercises, e.g. - small group

discussion on good teactier qualities which they must identify and rank in

order of importance. Allowing them to plan a class hour activity.

We have allowed students to formulate, their own plans to allow leadership

to develop naturally.

Reporting to class - if they were one of two or three that had attended

some activity that would also interest others. I'll be eager to lead others.

None that I recall;

Opportunity to volunteer to help in Mrs. Kates' room - conducting seminar as

a seminar with instructor as a facilitator of discusSion rather than "the

star."

Given suggestion for outside classroom activities by which we can get to
know each other better and have students take over details.

Ravelled them make presentations before the class and have discussed the

roles reledia-to leadership.

(Note: 3 people did not answer this question)

4 0
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I PAS STAFF HAVE WORKED WITH PDS sToppNTs.dtmust OF THE GROUP STRUCTURE,

HOW WOULD THEY DESCRIBE WHAT' THDOW

Mostly in counseling relationship - sometimes &type of goal development
sometimes first talking - this also has a good dial to do with opening
channels of communftation between faculty and students.

Interviews. Discussions in my office.
r

I talk with them individually in goal4etting conference. I would like to
have individual conferences again at end otthe semester, but things
get-too hectic in our office & I'm afraid'the stWents would have to'sit
& visit too.long.'

Each develops own objectives in consultation based on their interests
whatever the subject area.

Personal conferences. 1

U

Counseling them on personal matters & on course scheduling. 1.

i,-

Conferedce with indiividuals concerning g0a16 and identification of-individual
aptitudes.

Conferences,

I have individual conferences with each student to discuss goals. I

encourage their coming to the Adademic Advisement office with their
questions& problems.

I haven't made any plans` to. date.
0

Open door policy for conferences (many walk-ins without appointment).
Read originaljoetry submitted and encourage

N/A

Visiting,outside sources; reading center, counseling center, etc.

Individual conferences - required - discussion of objectives or goals and
their accomplishment.,

(Note: 5 people did not answer this question)



WHAT METHODS OR ACTIVITIES HAVE*PDS STAFF USED IN THEIR GROUP

TO DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE LECTURE COMPONENT OF THE 12-111 CLASS?

Not much - but if I do, I generally use sometTlg from the book as a way to

begin a discussion.

None.

I have watched the lecture and found most important items to discuss.

None. .

.... Discussion of values, sample teacher responsibilities.

Review its effectiveness and.relavancy,. Use quiz questions in discussion.

They have,been interested in going over certain answers to questions in

bdok: Students have enjoyed video tape.

Role-playing activity on the "isms". Gding over quiz questions. Work on

teacher contracts, salary schedules, etc.

Check tests and research problem questiobs. Reference to guest activities

in appendix occasionally.

Students are encouraged to share ideas, reactions, cogiplaints during first

part of in-class hour. One class used a rating sheet to evaluate a number

of the telecasts.

Checked tests each week and discussed controversial answers.

Very little - although I encourageithem to ask questions about the lecture

if they have any.

Very little except offer to heAvrif necessary.

Asked for reactions. Clarified things not understood.

Review quizzes which are passed out., (Most seminar groupg prefer not to do

this)

Have gone over quiz questions with group - have responded to questions -

expressed interest and added points of information.

None

Discuss related topics.
5

Discussed questions that were jt clear; supplemented explanations of certain

subjects - particularly philosophy. Used a Questionnaire designed to help

student understand his own philosophical biaAs or commitments.
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'14HAT.TIIE OF SOCIAL ACTIVITIES, IF ANY, HAVE BEEN, DEVELOPED BY FDS GROUPS?

None - I would call them sotial relationships.

Visit'to our home - refreshments..

None

(1) Play games. (12) 'Planned Christmas party December 5.

PlansPfor end of-year party in off- campus setting.

None as yet because of time schedule as we meet at noon.

A "coffee hour" at my place. An "Xmas Social" in 'DS.

-None

Xmas parties.

None more than "a coffee" or rather pizza/coke party at an apartment.

We have had coffee - donut sessions. ,We'meet at the. Dtaught Board one
afternoon. Lunches together at the Commons.

'Party at Dr. Bowman's.

ar
None - so far!

Party at instructor's house.

Cider and donut party - cake get-together at Union - sundae treat.

Sport games *(volleyball)

None

None thus far,

(Note: 1 person did not answer this question)
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IN THE PDS GROUP WHAT SPECIFICALLY MEMBERS FOUND USEFULWin
FOR PROVIDING STUDENTS HELP WITH READING AND STUDY SKILLS?

I think I do listening and communicating skills which directly relate to
reading and study skills / also I let students know about university services.

None - refer to Reading Study Center.

Visitation na-Reading Center. Discussing study skills.

We use the Ca us Orientation Quiz in Questionnaire, so they all know what
the Reading nter has to offer.

Study skill materials, class study schedules provided by the reading center.
Instruction in reading educational journals, magazines, etc.

Advisement office kit gets them going.

Studentd-IT dorm had Dr. Dahlke come to .dorm and speak one evening.

Visit at Reading Center.. 'Review for he mid-term and/or final together in
PDS. Working individually with the s udent5 whose goals relate to this
topic.'

Development of interest in reading the periodical literature in the major
they select at this time. Sttidents used gdg. test sampled in book.

Trips to library and reading center.

The Center visit.

I take them to the Reading Study Skills Center if the majority want to go.
If I have a group of mostly freshmen, this Works, but not if several
students are upper classmen.

We visited the reading center and the Library.

Taken them to Reading Center for a talk on reading & study skills.

Trip to reading center.

Sessions with Dr. Dahlke and staff:

Introduction to Reading Center.

I have gone over various techniques and
skills using their 'texts, etc.

Visit to Reading Center; Urge students
services available.

U

MIK
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WHAT SPECIFIC THINGS HAVE PDS STAFF DONE NAT THEY HAVE FOUND HELPFUL IN

OPENING THE CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION GENERALLY BETWEEN STUDENTS AND

FACULTY MEPIBEM.,_1_1

I try to be open with students / I also suggest many other faculty members

are open. First, I guess, I listen and attempt to establish some type of

trust relationship.

Informal approach.

Individual conferences.
I

I encourage students to get acquainted with teachers, to be sure that the

teacher can put a face to a name in his grade book.

Individual conferences initially assigned. Unscheduled appointments during,

office hours.

Found it really great to have PDS at noon hour. Have informal lunch with

them.

Some students have interviewed faculty membevi.

Inviting faculty as guests in PDS. Suggesting strategies in PDS that

students can use to resolve problems re: communication with faculty.

Work with two counselor graduate students who plan involvement activities.

Describing roles of faculty in various capacities. Inviting pupil to meet

them or where needed, setting up meetings. (e.g. Berlin project)

I have invited other faculty members to clads. As an academic advisor I

have helped students in contacting their instructors about course problems

and encouraged them to do IVO.

Not too much. Liason interaction a few times.

We are on a first name basis. We will interview each student individually

next week.

Asked them to discuss gripes and also write them down. (I avoided names

of igople). Mostly annoying situations that keep students unhappy.

Open office. 24 hour invitation to call at home.

Open door policy - Work on a "Facilitating press" - Informal, warm,

comfortable, happy, free of tension, friendly.

Developed a casual atmosphere where leader does not "lecture" but presents

educational strategies. Students interact to possible solutions in

education!

Group discuss, stressing being open minded and frank.

Used Advisement questionnaire - Mention specific people who are eXperta in

areas in which an individual student is interested.

4f;
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IN TERMS OF DISCUSSION, WHAT TOPICS HAVE SEEMED TO 1.1E DISTSSED

MOST FREQUENTLY?'

Almost always our discussions .deal directly or indirectly with teaching:

Grades. The teachers' art, asking questions, descrytiVe behavior, movie,

curriculum, personal weakness. TS ching 4ihavicr; learning, School of

Education.
A

Placement. Educational Center. A missionRequirement. Graduate School.

Teacher Certification and salaries.1

Value. Students in h.s. not adjusting,well (his needs).

What makes good teaching? Open versions closed schools. Pros and cons of

university services.

What is teaching all about? How do I beCome a good teacher? Humanism

in teaching:

Private school education - particularly church school setting.

4They were intere!ted in discussion of material in text. Dorm life, food,

attitudes of fAiends, job opportunities.

Exams and grades on campus. Qualities of a "good" teacher.

Personal problems. Housing. Univ. fee.

How college differs from high school.

Their feelings about teachers, teaching, college, requirementss'etc. I give

students copies of the attached Campus Orientation exercise.* They 41 must

answer some of the questions, and I assign certain portions to 2 or 3

different people. I use this off and on during the semester and find that

it generates lots of good discussion. ,

*(updated. every semester) -.Note: The attachment is a blue' copy entitled

"Campus Orientation Quiz". .

How to get a(job!,

How busy they are with school work.

Teacher obtaining a position after graduating. Teacher qualities. Graduate

openings. Qualities df Dr. Weisse (most favorable).

Copying: tests - instructors - fellow students.

Staying or leaving school - job market - grades, exams.

Needs of Changing curriculum.

Puture,of education, job possibilities and surrounding schools and their

programs.
110b

Scheduling and selecting programs. - Application or extension of ideas

presented in lecture.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Many ideas in this manual have been-adapted from activities in those
books listed below.

Corwin, Richard Cand Barbara Fuhrman. Discovering Your Teaching Self,

Englewood Cliffs, New Jeisey, 1975. Barbara Fuhrman helped.research
the personal development seminars and the book contains many of the

t!?
ideas she has brought to the professional development component.
Some basic ideas in the manual have been spin-offs of Barbara's work
that is published ip this book.

Fuhrmann,liaxbara, James M. Cdoper, and Kevin Ryan. Instructor'syManual:
Those Who Can, Teach, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975:
Another Barbara Fuhrman contribution to professional development
seminar.

Harmin, Merrill and Tom Gregory. Teaching Is..., Chicago, Science Research
Associates, Inc., 1974. l'An excellent source of activities in the
manual are adaptations taken from this text.

.Powell, John. The Secret-of Staying in Love, Chicago, Argus Communications,
1974. ,An excellent essay on the value of honest communication and
self-evaluation. So70 ideas in the manual have been adapted from
this book.

Weisse, Dlckmann, Mgr ison. Cookbook For Confluent Learning, University
of Wisconsin-Os osh, 1974. Many ideas for humanizing the learning
environment.

a
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